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Abstract

One of the advantages of multimodal HCI technology
is the performance improvement that can be gained
over conventional single-modality technology by em-
ploying complementary sensors in different modali-
ties. Such information is particular useful in prac-
tical, real-world applications where the application’s
performance must be robust against all kinds of noise.
An example is the domain of automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR). Traditionally, ASR systems only use in-
formation from the audio modality. In the presence of
acoustic noise, the performance drops quickly. How-
ever, it can and has been shown that incorporating
additional visual speech information from the video
modality improves the performance significantly, so
that AV ASR systems can be employed in applica-
tions areas where audio-only ASR systems would fail,
thus opening new application areas for ASR technol-
ogy. In this paper, a non-intrusive (no artificial mark-
ers), real-time 3D lip tracking system is presented as
well as its application to AV ASR. The multivariate
statistical analysis ‘co-inertia analysis’ is also shown,
which offers improved numerical stability over other
multivariate analyses even for small sample sizes.

Keywords: Audio-Video Speech Processing, 3D
Stereo Lip Tracking

1 Introduction

It is widely accepted these days, that a key to robust-
ness in HCI in many real-world environments is the
use of multimodal input from various sensors, where
the different modalities contain some redundancy in
the information that is encoded in the signals. An
example is the improved performance which can be
achieved in automatic speech recognition (ASR) sys-
tems that use a combination of audio and video input,
rather than only audio input. Audio-only ASR sys-
tems may work well in good acoustic conditions but
can fail unpredictably in noisy conditions. Audio-
Video (AV) ASR systems have been shown to improve
the recognition performance considerably in such con-
ditions (e.g. (Stork & Hennecke 1996, Potamianos,
Neti, Gravier, Garg & Senior 2003)).
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Although significant advances have been made in
each of the two modalities in recent years, e.g. real-
time audio-only speech processing and real-time face
tracking, the robustness of the systems still needs to
be improved to be employable in real-world applica-
tions. Much research has been done on audio-only
speech processing, while the area of visual speech pro-
cessing still lacks robust methods. For example, many
research systems have used lip make-up (e.g. blue lip-
stick) or coloured dots on the lips and the face to sim-
plify the lip tracking problem but it is obvious that
such solutions are not practical in real-world appli-
cations. The first part of this paper presents a non-
intrusive real-time 3D lip tracking algorithm based on
a stereo camera system. Given the decreasing costs of
cameras, stereo camera systems are feasible in many
application areas these days.

A second issue addressed in this paper is the is-
sue of relationships between variables across differ-
ent modalities. Questions such as which variables or
combination of variables in each modality are related
to variables or combination of variables in the other
modality arise. The machine learning approach as-
sumes that, given enough training samples, the re-
lationships can be learned from the data. Another
approach is the statistical analysis of such relation-
ships. Some multivariate methods, such as canonical
correlation analysis, can suffer from collinearity in the
sample data, leading to instabilities in the results. To
overcome these problems, coinertia analysis (COIA)
was developed by Dolédec and Chessel in 1994, in
which the number of parameters relative to the sam-
ple size does not affect the accuracy and stability of
the results (Dolédec & Chessel 1994). COIA is de-
scribed in the second part of this paper together with
some experimental results of applying both 3D lip
tracking and COIA to AV ASR.

2 Related Work

2.1 Feature Extraction

Facial features must be extracted on which video
speech parameters can be based. Two main streams
of feature extraction can be identified: implicit fea-
ture extraction and explicit feature extraction.

2.1.1 Implicit Feature Extraction

A part of the image data which contains the mouth
area is taken as is, and the pixel values are used as
input of the recognition engine (e.g. HMM, artificial
neural network). Thus, the recogniser learns the typ-
ical pixel patterns associated with certain lip move-
ments. A principal component analysis (PCA) or
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) can be employed
to reduce the dimensionality of the input vector and
to define the main directions of variation. Only a



few principal components are typically required to ac-
count for almost all variation. Examples of such im-
plicit feature extraction systems are the ones by Meier
et al. (Meier, Huerst & Duchnowski 1996, Meier,
Stiefelhagen, Yang & Waibel 2000), Movellan and
Chadderdon (Movellan & Chadderdon 1996), and
Potamianos et al. (Potamianos, Verma, Neti, Iyengar
& Basu 2000, Potamianos, Luettin & Neti 2001).

Implicit feature extraction avoids explicitly find-
ing facial feature points and preserves both shape
and appearance information (Scanlon & Reilly 2001).
The disadvantages are that without a PCA or simi-
lar technique, the dimensionality of the input vector
becomes very large (e.g. a 20×15 pixels window re-
sults in a vector with 300 elements!) and some effort
must be made to compensate illumination changes
(either by having a well-illuminated face or by using
a normalised colour space at least). Most important
of all, however, is the fact that the systems can only
be trained for one specific angle of the face towards
the camera and can thus not cope with a freely mov-
ing head, unless several recognisers were trained for
different head poses and some sort of interpolation
between these were used. Alternatively, some head
pose compensation method based on image warping
could be employed.

2.1.2 Explicit Feature Extraction

Here, image processing techniques are used to ex-
tract the position of mouth features, which are certain
points on the lips (e.g. lip corners) as well as the in-
ternal and external lip contour line or the position of
the teeth. Parameters describing the shape and the
movements in the mouth region are then derived from
the positions of these features in the image data. The
effect of the overall head movement must be elimi-
nated in the set of parameters to be extracted. Only
components comprising mouth region movements are
wanted. Parameter sets are often based on studies on
what human perceivers appear to use for AV speech
perception (see (Stork & Hennecke 1996)).

Image-based methods employ image processing
techniques such as integral projection, thresholding,
and edge detection to find relevant feature points
(Yang, Stiefelhagen, Meier & Waibel 1998, Petajan
& Graf 1996). Many of the problems with image-
based methods arise from the lack of sufficient con-
trast in the mouth region. Moreover, the contrast
of the lips to the surrounding skin is illumination-
dependent, which led to the use of specially made-up
lips and other artificial tracking aids, which are im-
practical to use in real-world applications.

Template matching algorithms are based on the
cross-correlation of images which are taken as 2D
functions (Russ 1995). Some part of an image —
the template — is moved across the target image and
the correlation values are calculated for each position.
The position with the highest correlation value is the
one with the highest degree of similarity. Noise as
well as shape or pose differences affect the matching
process. Since the shape of the lips changes quickly
and quite significantly while speaking, static image
templates do not work well for the mouth region.

Deformable 2D models overcome these problems.
Two prominent methods are active shape mod-
els (ASM) and active appearance models (AAM)
(Cootes, Taylor, Cooper & Graham 1995, Cootes,
Edwards & Taylor 1998). An ASM can only de-
form in ways characteristic to the class of objects it
represents. These characteristics are learned from a
set of training images and stored in a point distri-
bution model. Whereas deformable templates and
active contour models align to strong gradients for
locating the object, ASMs learn the typical shape

deformation and use it during feature search. Any
normalised lip shape can be approximated using the
learned mean shape and the first few principal modes
of variation. AAMs are an extension of ASMs and
combine the shape model with a statistical model of
the grey-values in the region around each point of the
ASM. By iteratively minimising the difference of the
grey-values of the model and the image, the param-
eters of the shape model can be updated to fit the
model better to the lip shape.

Finally, fully model-based approaches fit a 3D lip
model to the image (Basu, Oliver & Pentland 1998).
The 3D lip model consists of a 3D surface or vol-
ume model which is backprojected into the 2D im-
age space. The best fit of the model mouth shape
to the mouth shape in the image is found by adjust-
ing the model parameters in an optimisation process.
It is possible to combine this approach with a train-
ing phase in which possible mouth shapes are learned
from labelled training data, so as to constrain the op-
timisation process to permissable lip shapes.

3 Face Tracking

The 3D lip tracking algorithm builds on a non-
intrusive real-time stereo vision face tracking system
(Newman, Matsumoto, Rougeaux & Zelinsky 2000).
No facial markers or special make-up are required,
but the system still achieves a high degree of accu-
racy. Such properties are desirable in an AV ASR
system because artificial tracking aids pose the risk
of inhibiting the speaker from speaking naturally. A
calibrated stereo vision system has the advantage that
depth information (distance from cameras to object)
can be recovered from the stereo disparity. A cali-
brated monocular camera system can only estimate
depth — or the object’s 3D position in general — if
the object dimensions and its orientation (pose) are
known, which is obviously not the case in unrestricted
face tracking. Applied to face and lip tracking, stereo
vision has the advantage that 3D coordinates of (e.g.
lip) feature points can be measured accurately irre-
spective of the head pose. For correct lip tracking
results, it is important to separate general head move-
ments from lip feature point movements.

The head tracking system is based on template
matching using normalised cross-correlation and is
able to track a person’s movements at video frame
rate. The system consists of two calibrated standard,
colour analog NTSC video cameras. The camera out-
puts are multiplexed at half the vertical resolution
into a single 512x480 image (Figures 1 and 2). Details
can be found in (Newman et al. 2000). The multiplex-
ing leads to a loss of information on the vertical axis
but the advantage is that stereo image processing can
be performed on any standard PC without the need
for special hardware.

The 3D lip tracking algorithm is applied to the
mouth regions in each camera’s image which are auto-
matically determined during the head tracking based
on head pose (Figure 2). The algorithm combines
image colour information with knowledge about the
structure of the mouth region for different degrees of
mouth openness. Many other lip tracking algorithms
do not take advantage of such a priori knowledge,
even though it can improve the performance. For ex-
ample, in an open mouth, one often expects to see
teeth, so why not specifically look for them?

Measuring the 3D coordinates of certain feature
points on the inner lip contour leads to a variety of
parameters describing the shape of the lips in 3D.
From just 4 feature points - the lip corners as well as
the midpoints of upper and lower lip - 3D measures
such as mouth width, mouth height, and lip protru-



sion can easily be determined. The inner lip contour
was preferred over the outer lip contour for a num-
ber of reasons. Firstly, people differ in the generic
shape of their lips. Some people have thicker lips
than others, some have stronger pro-trusion (in the
rest state) than others. Extracting the outer lip con-
tour would mean that such personal characteristics
influence the measurements, while the inner lip con-
tour can truly be considered as the final boundary of
the vocal tract. Hence, inner lip contour measure-
ments are better suited for the investigation of rela-
tionships between audio and video speech parameters.
Secondly, the difference between lip colour and the
surrounding facial skin can be quite small. Many lip
tracking methods have difficulty in coping with this
lack of contrast, if employed on tracking the outer lip
contour. Furthermore, facial hair affects the visibility
of the outer lip contour. Given the different appear-
ance of the oral cavity, the inner lip contour does not
suffer from these problems.

4 3D Lip Tracking

4.1 Overview

The requirements of a lip tracking algorithm gener-
ally depend on the application. In the case of AV
speech processing, an algorithm that is both fast and
accurate is needed. Lip movements during speech
production can be very quick and changes in mouth
shape (mouth closed, mouth partially open, mouth
wide open, lips rounded, lips spread etc.) can take
place in a time span as short as 10ms. This highlights
the need for a real-time algorithm which tracks the lip
movements continuously. At the same time, accuracy
is of great importance for the results of the statistical
analysis described in Section 5 to have any meaning-
ful value. It is particularly important to distinguish
apparent distortions in mouth shape due to head pose
(rotation) from speech production-related mouth de-
formations. Furthermore, the algorithm must be able
to cope with different personally characteristic lip
shapes as well as various mouth shapes ranging from
a completely closed mouth to a fully open mouth in
which upper and lower teeth as well as the tongue
may or may not be visible (Figure 1 bottom). Fi-
nally, a lip tracking algorithm must take the level of
illumination in the lower face half into account.

As discussed in Section 2, lip tracking can be ei-
ther implicit or explicit. Implicit lip tracking analyses
the statistical behaviour of feature vectors represent-
ing the pixels of the mouth area. Explicit lip tracking
attempts to fit a 2D or 3D lip model to the obser-
vations by locating facial feature points that define
the model. Such an explicit approach was followed
in this work because it was expected to facilitate the
interpretation of the analysis of the AV relationships.

4.1.1 Extracting the Mouth Region

The lip tracking algorithm assumes that the face has
been located in the video stream from the two cam-
eras and that this face is being tracked. The face
tracking system estimates the head pose and from it,
the locations of eye and mouth corners according to
the 3D face model.

The mouth window is a rectangular part of the im-
age containing the lips, oral cavity, and some of the
surrounding facial skin (Figure 2). To account for dif-
ferences in the cameras, the image data in the mouth
windows are mean-normalised. The orientation of the
mouth follows the general head pose. In a general lip
tracking algorithm, the angle of rotation around the z
axis (deviation from the horizontal xy plane) φ should
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Figure 1: Top: Outline of the stereo vision system.
Bottom: Different degrees of mouth openness plus
teeth and tongue visibility.

be considered when the mouth window is extracted.
An image processing technique such as warping can
then be applied to the mouth window to realign the
mouth horizontally. If the speaker’s head is approxi-
mately in upright position (±20◦), then the influence
of φ can be neglected and the axes of the mouth win-
dow rectangle can be aligned with the image coordi-
nate axes. Lip tracking is performed on the mouth
windows rather than the entire image, which reduces
the amount of processing that is required and limits
the error due to a lip tracking failure.

4.1.2 Combining Colour and Structure

The lip tracking algorithm has been designed to find
the coordinates of the four lip feature points neces-
sary to define the parameter set of our lip model, i.e.
the two lip corners plus the midpoints of upper and
lower lip. The algorithm combines colour information
from the images with knowledge about the structure
of the mouth area (Goecke 2005). Colour information
is a powerful cue in facial feature detection. However,
the YUV (also known as YIQ) signal from the NTSC
cameras alone is of little use, because the image sig-
nal is encoded into an intensity (Y) signal and two
colour difference signals (U, V). The YUV signal can
be transformed into a standard computer RGB sig-
nal. However, images in the RGB colour space are
affected by changes in illumination. A better choice
is the HSV colour space which separates hue (H) and
saturation (S) from intensity (V).

There is a clear difference in the saturation val-
ues between skin/lips, teeth, and oral cavity. The
dark oral cavity exhibits the largest saturation values
and the teeth the smallest, while the skin values lie
between these two extremes. A combination of inten-
sity (Y) and saturation (S) values is, therefore, used
throughout the algorithm.

The lip tracking algorithm is a three-stage process
outlined in the following paragraphs and described in
detail in Sections 4.3 – 4.5. The first step determines
the general degree of mouth openness. The lip track-
ing algorithm must be able to handle mouth shapes
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Figure 2: Extracting the mouth region: Large rectangles enclose automatically selected mouth windows.

ranging from a completely closed mouth to a wide
open mouth. No single image processing technique
is likely to give good results for all possible mouth
shapes. However, by pre-classifying mouth shapes
into one of three categories based on mouth open-
ness, specific techniques individually targeted at each
category can then be applied to give better results.
These categories are

• closed mouth,

• partially open mouth, and

• wide open mouth.

In the second step, the lip corners are found. Here,
the a priori knowledge about the structure of the
mouth area becomes useful. For example, if the
mouth is closed, teeth will not be visible, so the
shadow line between upper and lower lip is the out-
standing feature. Various definitions of what consti-
tutes the inner lip contour of a closed mouth are pos-
sible. In this study, the shadow line between the lips
was considered to be part of the inner lip contour.
Therefore, the algorithm looks for this line. When
the mouth is open, it is very likely that either or both
the upper and lower teeth are visible, so the algo-
rithm looks for them as well as for the oral cavity. By
tailoring the algorithm in this way to fit a particular
situation, more accurate results can be obtained than
from a general-purpose, ‘one-size-fits-all’ algorithm.
The first and second steps are applied separately to
both the left and right camera images. Once the 2D
image positions of the lip corners in both views are
known, their 3D positions can be calculated. This re-
sult is then used in the third and final step, in which
the positions of the lip midpoints are determined.

The face tracking and lip tracking systems to-
gether run at video frame rate on an average PC (Pen-
tium IV, 3.0GHz, 1GB RAM). Alternatively, offline
processing of recorded sequences, as was done in the
experiments described in Section 6, avoids any limi-
tations set by the hardware and software, and is then
only limited by the properties of the recording equip-
ment. In this study, the limiting factor was the NTSC
frame rate of 30Hz due to the analogue cameras. That
means that one video frame was taken every 33ms,
which captured a lot of detail of lip movements, but
information about faster lip motion was lost.

4.2 Algorithm Techniques

Various techniques are used several times in the lip
tracking algorithm and are, therefore, discussed here.

Firstly, there is dynamic thresholding. Whenever a
threshold operation takes place, the threshold is de-
termined dynamically at that time, instead of using
hard-coded threshold values, to improve robustness.
That is, the starting value of the threshold is chosen
to be overly conservative, so that no pixel value in
the area of interest will pass it. The threshold is then
iteratively changed until the value has been found, at
which pixel values start passing the threshold. The
algorithm then continues to use this threshold value
for the rest of the processing of that frame. In this
way, the algorithm adapts itself to changes in illumi-
nation and different skin tones.

Secondly, whenever a particular pixel position is
tested, not only that pixel position is checked, but
also of up to n (empirically set to 9) other pixels in
the neighbourhood (but some pixel positions away).
Selection is done by pixel masks like this one

[

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 X 0 1 0 1

]

(1)

where X indicates the current pixel position, a 1 re-
lates to other checked pixel positions and a 0 to pixel
positions ignored in the test. Voting takes place for
each such pixel X , and only when a certain number
of positive votes is reached, does it indicate that a
threshold has been passed and that position is ac-
cepted as being correct. Voting turns weak cues into
strong ones. It can be either ‘hard’ or ‘soft’. The
former requires a majority of votes, for example two
thirds, and is used for finding lip contours. The lat-
ter only requires a few positive votes. It indicates the
presence of a particular feature. Soft voting is only
used for detecting visible teeth.

Thirdly, two modules - used numerous times in the
algorithm - test for the shadow line between the lips
and for the visibility of teeth in the image data. The
shadow line is detected by the typical high saturation
and low intensity values. Teeth can be distinguished
from other parts of the face by their characteristic low
saturation and high intensity values. However, since
some skin parts can show similar values, the teeth
check must also pass an edge detection test, which
looks for the horizontal edge between the lip and the
teeth. A 3×3 vertical gradient filter is applied

K =

[

+1 +1 +1
0 0 0

−1 −1 −1

]

. (2)

Finally, integral projection is a technique, in which
all the pixel values of one row or column of pixels are



summed. This technique can be extremely effective in
locating facial features, if the rectangular image part,
on which it is performed, is chosen suitably, as was
shown in (Kanade 1973). Let I(x, y) denote the pixel
value, e.g. intensity or saturation, at the coordinates
(x, y). Horizontal and vertical integral projection are
then respectively defined as

H(y) =

x2
∑

x=x1

I(x, y) (3)

V (x) =

y2
∑

y=y1

I(x, y) (4)

where x1, x2, y1, y2 denote the boundary coordinates
of the image part under investigation. Horizontal in-
tegral projection is useful for detecting vertical gra-
dients and vertical integral projection similarly for
horizontal gradients.

4.3 Step 1: Determine Mouth Openness

To determine the degree of mouth openness, the verti-
cal positions of the lip midpoints must be determined.
For the following calculations, the horizontal position
of the lip midpoints is (temporarily) considered to be
at the middle between the left and right boundaries of
the mouth window. This estimate is close enough to
the true position to start the algorithm for finding the
lip corners (Step 2), but the position is recalculated
(Step 3) after the lip corner positions are found.

Horizontal integral projection on the intensity val-
ues of the mouth window pixels is used to find a
starting estimate of the vertical positions of the lip
midpoints (Figure 3 top). These sometimes rough es-
timates need to be refined. If the mouth is closed, ei-
ther the shadow line between the lips (correct) or the
external lip contour (incorrect) is found. If the mouth
is open, either or both the upper and lower teeth are
visible and the horizontal integral projection detects
either the edge between lip flesh and teeth (correct),
or between teeth and oral cavity (incorrect), or in rare
cases the outer lip contour (incorrect).

6 6
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Figure 3: Step 1 - Top: Nostril detection by vertical
integral projection in the top quarter of the mouth
window. Horizontal integral projection to find verti-
cal position of lip midpoints. Bottom: Possible cor-
rection of lower and upper lip midpoints.

Let us first look at correcting the midpoint of the
lower lip. To test if a correction is necessary, an imag-
inary vertical line from the lower boundary of the
mouth window to the midpoint of the upper lip at
the estimated horizontal position is followed upwards

(Figure 3 bottom left). Necessarily, the lower lip mid-
point cannot lie above the upper lip midpoint. While
walking along the line, the algorithm checks for either
the shadow line between the lips or for the appearance
of teeth. If either is found and the position is different
from the one obtained from the previous horizontal
integral projection, the position is updated. This ver-
tical position might be just off the lip contour, so in a
final step, the algorithm adjusts the vertical position
of the lower lip midpoint to the lip pixel bordering
the oral cavity.

Secondly, the vertical position of the midpoint of
the upper lip is corrected, if necessary. The algorithm
first tests for the appearance of teeth above the po-
sition of the upper lip midpoint estimated from the
horizontal integral projection. If found, it means that
the edge between oral cavity and teeth was detected
and, hence, the position is moved upwards until no
further teeth pixels are detected above the current
position. Subsequently, a second test for teeth, this
time below the current position, is performed. If the
edge between teeth and upper lip was found correctly
by either of the steps before, there are teeth pixels
below the current position. However, if the outer lip
contour was detected, no teeth pixels are found be-
low. In that case, the algorithm starts just above the
lower lip midpoint and moves upwards until the edge
between teeth and upper lip is found (Figure 3 bot-
tom right). Again, the vertical position of the upper
lip midpoint is finally accurately placed on the lip
pixel forming the edge to the oral cavity. If neither
of these tests indicates any necessary changes in the
lip midpoint positions, then the coordinates found in
the horizontal integral projection step are retained.

4.3.1 Nostril Detection

The size of the mouth window is chosen to be suffi-
ciently large to contain the mouth area under all cir-
cumstances. As a result, the nostrils are sometimes
included in the mouth window (Figure 1). Since in-
tensity values are used in the horizontal integral pro-
jection step, the nostrils’ low intensity values poten-
tially lead to incorrect results for the position of the
lip midpoints. Therefore, a nostril detection algo-
rithm was also developed. The top quarter of the
mouth window is scanned for the minimum and max-
imum pixel column using vertical integral projection
on the intensity values. A threshold to determine nos-
tril candidates is set by

T = Min +
Max− Min

3
. (5)

The horizontal position of nostril candidates is de-
termined by testing the pixel column sums with this
threshold. Values below the threshold are candidates,
but they are only confirmed as horizontal nostril posi-
tions, if they extend at least 3 pixels wide horizontally.
The lower edge of the nostril is then found using edge
detection and the vertical position closest to the up-
per lip (‘lowest’ nostril position in the image) is taken
as the new upper boundary of the mouth window used
for determining the mouth openness described before.

4.4 Step 2: Find Lip Corners

So far, the vertical positions of the lip midpoints have
been established at their temporary horizontal posi-
tions. The 2D distance between the lip midpoints
defines the following steps in the algorithm. If the
distance is less than 15 pixels, the mouth is either
fully closed or only partially open. Otherwise, the
mouth is considered to be wide open. The threshold



of 15 pixels is an experimentally determined heuris-
tic. It is equivalent to about 15mm in 3D space for
an object at a distance of about 600mm.

4.4.1 Mouth Closed or Partially Open

If the mouth is fully closed or only partially open,
a vertical integral projection would not yield enough
information to find the lip corners reliably. Thus,
starting from the current position of the lower lip mid-
point, a search along the shadow line to either side is
performed through a cycle of tests (Figure 4 top left).
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Figure 4: Step 2 - Top left: Moving along the
shadow line for closed or partially open mouth. Top
right: Vertical integral projection for wide open
mouth. Bottom left: Checking for discontinuities in
the shadow line. Bottom right: Testing for shadow
line pixels above current position.

Let us consider the speaker’s right lip corner, not-
ing that the speaker’s left lip corner is found similarly,
except for moving in the opposite direction. Starting
from the midpoint (x, y) of the lower lip, the algo-
rithm moves left in image space. This line of pixels
is marked (1) in Figure 4, bottom left. Testing the
five pixel positions (x−1, y), . . . , (x−5, y) enables the
algorithm to jump over pixels, where the shadow line
is discontinuous due to image noise. If one of the
pixels indicates the continuation of the shadow line,
the current position is moved to (x−1, y). If not, the
test is repeated first for (x−1, y+1), . . . , (x−5, y+1)
(pixel line (2) in Figure 4, bottom left) and then for
(x−1, y−1), . . . , (x−5, y−1) (pixel line (3) in Figure 4,
bottom left). For positive tests, the current position
is moved to (x−1, y+1) and (x−1, y−1), respectively.
The reason for testing different vertical positions y
is that the inner lip contour, which corresponds to
the shadow line, of the lower lip is not necessarily a
straight line but can be curved up or down, depend-
ing on the generic lip shape of the speaker and the
mouth shape during speech production. If there are
no more shadow line pixels ahead, the algorithm tests
the five pixels (x, y−1), . . . , (x, y−5) above the current
position (x, y) (Figure 4, bottom right). If a shadow
line pixel is found, the current position is moved to
(x, y−1) and the test cycle is repeated. Otherwise,
the lip corner has been found.

In rare cases, the shadow line is discontinuous for
more than five pixels. Therefore, the found lip corner
positions are checked to be at least 25 pixels away
from the midpoint of the lower lip. Otherwise, the

search along the shadow line is restarted from a point
25 pixels away from the lip midpoint. For an object
at a distance of 600mm from the camera, 25 pixels
are equivalent to 10–12mm in Euclidean space. A
distance of at least 10mm to either side of the lip
midpoint, or at least 20mm mouth width in total, has
been found to be a reasonable lower bound for any
mouth shape experienced during speech production.

4.4.2 Mouth Wide Open

If the mouth is wide open, vertical integral projec-
tion on the intensity values of the image gives reli-
able estimates of the horizontal positions of the lip
corners (Figure 4 top right). The vertical positions of
the midpoints of upper and lower lip (1), determined
in Step 1, define the vertical range for the integral
projection (2). The largest changes in the resulting
values determine the horizontal positions of the lip
corners (3). Once these have been found approxi-
mately, a search along the (vertical) pixel columns
through these horizontal positions looks for the pix-
els with the lowest intensity value and the highest
saturation value which corresponds to the internal lip
contour in the lip corner. The resulting pixel posi-
tions from the intensity and saturation searches are
averaged to yield an estimate of the vertical position,
which makes the algorithm more robust against mis-
leading pixel values. Given that the accuracy of the
results from both searches is unknown, averaging of-
fers a way of most likely reducing any error. Finally,
the found positions are refined by using the search
technique along the shadow line described above for
the closed or partially open mouth, but with the cur-
rent estimated positions as starting points.

4.5 Step 3: Find Lip Midpoints

Now that the lip corner coordinates are established,
the horizontal position of the lip midpoints, which
has so far simply been the middle between left and
right boundaries of the mouth window, needs to be
recalculated. From the 2D image coordinates of the
lip corners in the left and right stereo images, their

3D coordinates ~l and ~r are calculated using the known
camera parameters. The centre point ~c between these
two points can then be computed as

~c =
~l + ~r

2
. (6)

Since the lip corner coordinates could be wrong, a
linear combination of the previous midpoint estimates
and the newly computed centre point ~c is used to
determine the likely centre point ~c ′

~c ′[k] = α ~c [k] + (1 − α) ~c ′[k − 1] (7)

where k is the frame number. The linear factor α
is a confidence measure for the current frame. In-
formation about the head pose from the general face
tracker is used to define a normal vector perpendicu-
lar to an imaginary face plane and pointing away from
the face. Then, the likely centre point ~c ′ is moved
5mm along this vector (Figure 5). An analysis of test
video data had shown that the lip midpoints protrude
about 5mm more than the lip corners. The likely lip
midpoint ~m ′ is then back projected into image space
and the x coordinate of that point taken as the hori-
zontal position of the lip midpoints in each of the two
images. After this, small adjustments to the vertical
positions determined in Step 1 are likely and can be
made in the same way, as when finding the exact lip
contour at the end of Step 1. Finally, the 2D coor-
dinates of the lip midpoints in the stereo image pair
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Figure 5: Step 3 - Finding the horizontal position of
the lip midpoints (viewed from front and above).

are combined to give their respective 3D coordinates.

5 Co-Inertia Analysis

Coinertia analysis (COIA) is a relatively new multi-
variate statistical analysis for coupling two (or more)
parameter sets by investigating linear combinations
of these. The term ‘inertia’ is used as a synonym for
variability. The method is related to other multivari-
ate analyses such as canonical correspondence analy-
sis (CCA), redundancy analysis, and canonical corre-
lation analysis (CANCOR) (Gittins 1985). COIA can
also be coupled easily with other statistical methods,
e.g. principal component analysis. First, these meth-
ods are performed on the data of the two domains
separately, and then a COIA follows. In fact, it can
be shown that COIA is a generalisation of many mul-
tivariate methods (Dray, Chessel & Thioulouse 2003).

COIA is very similar to CCA and CANCOR. The
term ’inertia’ is used as a synonym for variance.
COIA also rotates the data into a new coordinate
system and the new variables are linear combinations
of the variables in each set. Where CANCOR max-
imises the correlation between the two sets, the square
covariance is maximised in COIA

cov(A, V ) = corr(A, V ) ∗

√

var(A) ∗

√

var(V ) .
(8)

COIA finds a mathematical compromise between the
correlation corr(A, V ), the variance in the audio set
var(A), and the variance in the video set var(V ).
COIA can also be seen as aiming to find orthogonal
vectors — the coinertia axes — in the two sets which

maximise the coinertia value. The number of axes is
equivalent to the rank of the covariance matrix.

The advantage of COIA is its numerical stability.
The number of parameters relative to the sample size
does not affect the accuracy and stability of the re-
sults (Dolédec & Chessel 1994). The results of the
method do not suffer in the presence of collinearity
and the consistency between the correlation and the
coefficients is very good (Dray et al. 2003), which
makes it a well-suited method for studying relation-
ships in multimodal data even for small sample sizes.

COIA provides a number of measures for the anal-
ysis of the relationships between two sets of variables,
such as the co-inertia value, the ratio of variance pro-
jected onto the new axes to the overall variance, the
weights of the linear combinations and the RV coeffi-
cient. For details, see (Dolédec & Chessel 1994, Dray
et al. 2003). In the experiments in the next section,
the co-inertia value is used, which is a global measure
of the co-structure in the two sets.

6 Experiments

In this section, the 3D lip tracking algorithm and the
COIA shall be employed in an AV ASR experiment.
Data from the AVOZES data corpus is used (Goecke
& Millar 2004). A subset of AVOZES is used which
consists of the 10 female speakers and the /bVb/-
word utterances, which cover the 18 vocalic phonemes
of Australian English.

As a baseline, an audio-only ASR system is used.
Using the HTK toolkit, a 3-state left-right HMM with
no skips is built for each monophone. 13 MFCC pa-
rameters and their delta and delta-delta parameters
were used as audio speech variables. From the mono-
phone HMMs, context-dependent triphone HMMs are
built by simply cloning the monophone HMMs and re-
estimating them using triphone transcriptions. In the
experiments, the leave-one-out method is used. For
each of the speakers, the recogniser is trained with
data from the other nine speakers and then tested
on the left-out speaker’s data. The word error rate
(WER) results are shown in Table 1. The relatively
high WER for some speakers can be explained by the
limited training data. Confusions typically occurred
between short and long realisations of the same sound
(e.g. /æ/ vs. /3:/), and among low to mid-low front to
central vocalic phonemes (e.g. /E/ vs. /æ/). In the

Speaker Audio-Only AV AV + COIA

f1 27.8 22.0 21.5
f2 27.8 20.3 19.8
f3 27.8 21.3 20.6
f4 33.3 23.4 22.8
f5 11.1 7.8 7.5
f6 16.7 13.6 13.2
f7 11.1 8.1 7.9
f8 33.3 23.9 23.2
f9 38.9 28.3 27.9
f10 33.3 25.0 24.6

Table 1: Experimental results: WER in %

joint AV recognizer, the mouth width, mouth height,
protrusion of upper lip, protrusion of lower lip, and
relative teeth count (Goecke 2005) are added as vi-
sual speech variables, including their delta and delta-
delta variables. As these are measured at 30Hz, they
need to be resampled to 100Hz, so that the sampling
rates of audio and video features match. A feature
fusion approach is taken here, i.e. the values of the



video speech variables are added to the audio feature
vectors. Then, the HMMs are re-trained and again
the recognizer is tested using the approach as for the
audio-only case. The results are shown in Table 1.
The inclusion of visual speech information improves
the WER by about 20-30% relative.

Adding the co-inertia value from COIA to the
recogniser leads to a further improvement by about
1.5-2% relative on average. These preliminary results
need to be further tested to investigate, if the addi-
tion of more values from COIA further improves the
recognition rate. In particular, adding the coefficients
of the linear combinations of variables is expected to
have a positive effect, as these coefficients appear to
be phoneme-specific and hence would be very useful
to distinguish them.

7 Conclusions

This paper has focussed on two important subareas of
AV ASR as an example of how multimodal sensor in-
put can improve the performance. A non-intrusive
real-time 3D lip tracking algorithm has been pre-
sented which brings us a step closer to using such
technology in real-world applications, where it is im-
practical to rely on artificial tracking aids. Future
work will test the algorithm further for robustness to
visual noise as it is present in real-world applications,
as well as perform experiments with added acoustic
noise. We will also test our algorithm on other avail-
able AV speech data corpora. Secondly, this paper
presented the multivariate statistical analysis COIA
as a useful tool for the analysis of linear relation-
ships between sets of variables. Its main advantage
is the numerical stability even for small sample sizes.
Future work will investigate further measures from
COIA for AV ASR systems.
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